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We have seen a reduction in processing costs and are on target to
exceed identified potential savings. Central recruitment has already
released
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ownership of their information and teams, and be more self-sufficient. This has enabled
the Human Resource and Organisation Developmental service to operate more
strategically, by removing the unnecessary paper processes and administration.
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Jane Stephenson, Head of Human Resources Business Services, Plymouth City Council
Powys County Council is a Welsh Unitary Authority with 73 elected
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councillors. A relatively young operation, it was first created as
a County Council in 1974, before merging with its constituent
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Improvement Plan
Council employs around 8,000 employees working in many
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Filtering into HR’s objectives, Recruitment was a key component
of the Council’s People Strategy and improvements in this
area would help achieve the business goals and key benefits
identified. Previously, both manual applications and those
received on the legacy system, were manually keyed into
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iTrent Recruitment, proving very labour intensive.
Additionally, all information provided to recruitment
managers was paper-based, which again was very
time consuming. Having reviewed its recruitment
processes, the Council needed to develop a
more robust, centralised recruitment website. It
needed to be cost effective and deliver the correct
information sought by prospective employees
needing to make an informed decision about
PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
Powys County Council as their employer of choice.

statutory requirements, all external systems and
communications needed to be bi-lingual. With
vacancies that are ‘Welsh Essential’ however, we
can only accept Welsh applications. Hence, Web
Recruitment would need to comply with this.
During early stages of engagement with MHR,
it was agreed that they would develop a Welsh
language version of the website.”
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Transforms HR Services Using iTrent

the Human Resource and Organisation Developmental service to operate more
strategically, by removing the unnecessary paper processes and administration.

Improving Recruitment

A major review of job roles was undertaken
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each was
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when
Jane Stephenson, Head of Human Resources
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To be perceived as an employer of choice the
advertised, with clear and concise job descriptions
Council needed to define what this meant. It was
and person specifications attached to each
agreed that Powys should be presented as:
position. The Council can now refine application
• A great place to live and work with a good workforms to target audience by attaching the required
life balance
application form to the associated vacancy, thereby
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Progress Evaluation

Following feedback from online surveys, Web
Recruitment has greatly enhanced applicants’
experience of applying for a position with Powys
County Council. A particularly pleasing element for
applicants is iTrent’s ability to save the application
at any given point, allowing the applicant to return
to the form at any time rather than be constrained
to PLYMOUTH
completing it in one
session.
Other areas of
CITY
COUNCIL
positive feedback include:

Management (SOCITM) in its Better Connected
report. Another identified measure of success was
the increase in the number of web applicants
which was achieved almost immediately. In April
the ratio of applicants to requisitions was 3:1 and 11
months later had increased to 4:1.
All records relating to Recruitment are now stored
in one central source. From here, reports are run
and managers receive consistent application form
reports that are clearer and easier to read, making
short listing much more efficient.

Transforms HR Services Using iTrent

• The facility for Welsh applicants to search for
jobs & read supporting recruitment information
in their first language
The Future
• The fact that some information, like personal
The transactions and systems manager at Powys
information, is retained within the applicant
concludes, “In line with project plans, Powys
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application forms; short list applicants inclusive of
• Easily editable fields such as telephone
short listing assessment form; entering new dates
numbers, referees,
etc. ChangesHead
to the
online Resources Business Services, Plymouth City Council
Jane Stephenson,
of Human
and times and candidate assessment forms, to
application forms incorporate ISA guidelines
making offers. This will ensure further efficiencies
surrounding specific questions to be answered
are realised through reductions in expenditure
by applicants applying for ‘regulated’ and
coming from stationary and postage costs, the
‘controlled’ positions.
recruitment team, and managers’ time.”
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MHR’s support in delivering the Agile HR project has led to
the automation of HR processes and workflows, increased
Self-Service functionality, supporting and building overall
people management capabilities across the organisation.
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